
CS3C03/SE4C03 Midterm 2 Winter 2013

Name Student No.

No aids allowed. Answer all questions on test paper. Use backs of sheets if necessary.

Total Marks: 40

1. Explain the following pairs of concepts:[10]

(a) Forwarding versus Routing

(b) Link State versus Distance Vector

(c) Intra-Autonomous System versus Inter-Autonomous

(d) Network Edge versus Network Core

(e) Peering versus Transit in the Internet backbone

The point of this question is to contrast the two concepts in each pair.

Solutions:

(a) Forwarding is the routing that takes place ‘inside’ the router, that is, connecting

an incoming link with an outgoing link. On the other hand, routing is the global

cooperation of routers to direct an IP datagram from source to destination.

(b) Link State, as the name indicates, keeps track of which links are up or down (and

their associated ‘costs’, however defined), whereas Distance Vector keeps track of

the distances to all the other nodes from a given node; they are the two main

approaches to routing algorithms: OSPF vs RIP.

(c) Intra-AS is the routing within an autonomous system (usually OSPF or RIP),

whereas Inter-AS is the routing in the backbone connecting the different ASs (e.g.,

the BGP).

(d) The Network Edge & Core are new terms coined in the context of packet-switching:

they denote the ‘migration’ of computation from the network routers/servers to the

host of the end-user. With classical telephony, the network core was smart as the

users had ‘dumb terminals’ (e.g., rotary phones). Now the inside of the network is

under-specified, and much of the computation is passed on to the end user.

(e) Internet backbones interconnect under two different arrangements: peering or tran-

sit. In a peering arrangement, backbones agree to exchange traffic with each other

at no cost. The backbones only exchange traffic that is destined for each other’s

end users, not the end users of a third party. In a transit arrangement, on the

other hand, one backbone pays another backbone for interconnection. In exchange

for this payment, the transit supplier provides a connection to all end users on the

Internet.
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2. This question deals with the TCP congestion avoidance mechanism. Recall the following[10]

acronyms:

Acronym Full name

mss Max Segment Size
cwnd congestion window
sst slow start threshold
dupack duplicate ACK
dupackcnt duplicate ACK count

(a) When in slow start, on the arrival of a new ack we have cwnd = cwnd+mss. Explain

why this has the effect of exponential growth of cwnd during the slow start.

(b) When in slow start, what happens when cwnd ≥ sst? Explain the reason behind

this action.

(c) When in congestion avoidance, cwnd = cwnd+mss · (mss/cwnd). What is the effect

of this new way of calculating cwnd?

(d) Explain the “saw-tooth graph” for cwnd that arises from the TCP congestion mech-

anism.

slow
start

recover
fast

cong.
avoid

Solutions:

(a) As the window increases in size, more packets are sent simultaneously; each of these

packets may produce an ack which increases the window size in turn. Thus, the

increase may follow the pattern: 1→ 2→ 4→ 8→ · · · , which yields an exponential

increase.

(b) The slow start threshold keeps track of the size of the window when packet loss

occurred last time; thus, when the window grows to the size of this threshold it is

time to grow more conservatively (i.e., slower) and the FSM moves to congestion

avoidance.

(c) Now the growth of the window is cautious, i.e., linear.
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(d) Exponential increase, followed by linear increase until packet loss; then drop and

start again.
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3. Suppose that we have the following network:[10]

s 1.0 // v1
1.1 // v2

1.2 // v3
1.3 // v4

1.4 // t

where the costs of the edges are specified. Suppose that we are running the RIP Bellman-

Ford routing algorithm:

1. for i=1..5

2. for all v

3. x := min over all (v,w) of (M[w]+c(v,w))

4. M[v] := min{M[v],x}

5. end for

6. end for

What is the minimum number of messages that must be sent before s contains an

accurate table? Also, list two disadvantages of RIP.

Solution: Note that just two iteration are enough: if the vi’s are added in reverse

order, then the values of M become:

M [v4] = 1.4

M [v3] = 1.4 + 1.3 = 2.7

M [v2] = 2.7 + 1.2 = 3.9

M [v1] = 3.9 + 1.1 = 5

M [s] = 5 + 1.0 = 6

after the first iteration; then for i = 2, 3, 4, 5 the values don’t change, and so the “stop-

ping signal” could have been given after the second iteration, i = 2. Thus, the minimal

number of messages for the system to stabilize is 5, the messages sent in the first itera-

tion.

The disadvantages of RIP are numerous and can include: infinite loops, scalability, etc.

Any reasonable disadvantage is acceptable.
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4. Recall that an Apache HTTP server password scheme uses a function crypt() which[10]

in turn computes a number of DES rounds.

For example,

3zNwtz.q23MAA == crypt("hotshots","3z")

On the other hand, DES takes as input a 64-bit string and a 56-bit string, and crypt()

computes rounds of DES.

Explain how the input to crypt() is related to the input to DES.

Solution: In the above example, crypt() has two arguments:

hotshots and 3z

Call the first argument the “password” and the second the “salt.” The password can

be of any length, but only the first 8 ASCII characters are used; an ASCII character

requires 7 bits, and so it takes 7 · 8 = 56 bits to encode the password. When crypt()

invokes DES for the different rounds, it starts the first round with an input consisting

of a string of 64 zero bits, and a string of 56 bits which encodes the password. It feeds

each round with the output from the previous round slightly perturbed by the salt. In

fact, only the first two characters of the salt are used (and only the lower case letters,

the upper case letters, and the digits, are allowed as characters for the salt). These two

characters can be encoded with 6 bits each, as in Base64, and hence they yield 12 bits

(which, as mentioned, are used for the perturbation). Finally, the output of crypt() is

a 13 characters long string, where the first two characters are the salt, and the remaining

11 characters are a Base64 encoding of the output of the rounds. Why 11 characters?

Because the output of DES is 64 bits, which is not divisible by 6; so 64 bits are padded

(with 00) to be 66 bits, which when divided by 6 yields 11 Base64 symbols.
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